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Send for an examination copy on approval and make these simple tests:

1. Choose any five words, look them up in the New College Standard Dictionary—EM’PHA·TYPE Edition, and compare the definitions with those given in any other college grade dictionary.

2. Choose some word that is frequently mispronounced and compare the method of indicating pronunciation in the New College Standard Dictionary—EM’PHA·TYPE Edition with the method of any other dictionary.

3. Choose some hyphenated word and see how the hyphenation is indicated in the New College Dictionary—EM’PHA·TYPE Edition.


5. Choose some new words in any technical field and see how many of them are included in the New College Standard Dictionary—EM’PHA·TYPE Edition.

We ask you to make a test of its special features in the hope that you too will wish to recommend this modern dictionary to your students.

145,000 entries
$5.50 plain
5,000 new words
$6.00 with thumb index
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Cornell Studies in Civil Liberty

THE ALIEN and the ASIATIC in AMERICAN LAW
By Milton R. Konvitz, Cornell University

The treatment of the alien and the Asiatic by law-making and law-enforcing bodies in the United States is the subject of this plea for a more generous and less discriminatory attitude toward the strangers among us.

The constitutional and statutory law relating to the American citizen of Asiatic descent and to the alien is critically analyzed. The exclusion and deportation cases, the right of naturalization, restrictions on the right to own land, to enter certain occupations, the legal status of foreign languages, the Japanese-American cases of World War II—all are presented, with emphasis on pertinent Supreme Court decisions. 313 pages, $3.00.

FEDERAL PROTECTION OF CIVIL RIGHTS
Quest for a Sword

By Robert K. Carr, Executive Secretary, President's Committee on Civil Rights, and Professor of Government in Dartmouth College

Any citizen who is interested in his government—federal, state, or local—and in the effect that government may have on his life and the lives of his fellow citizens, will want to read this volume, the second in the series Cornell Studies in Civil Liberty.

The recent establishment of the Civil Rights Section of the Department of Justice, its methods, its victories, and its defeats, are treated at length. Concrete suggestions for the improvement of the legal weapons available and for the better development of the Section as an agency are given in this timely little volume. 296 pages, $3.00.
VACUUM TUBE CIRCUITS
By LAWRENCE B. ARGUIMBAU
Thoroughly covers the topics of major importance in this field. Emphasis is given to frequency modulation, and considerable basic material on transient response and on the generation of microwaves is presented.
1948 668 pages $6.00

TECHNIQUES IN EXPERIMENTAL ELECTRONICS
By C. H. BACHMAN
Discusses equipment, techniques for the production and measurement of vacua, the preparation and design of glass tubulations, the production of glass seals, the preparation of cathodes and other electrodes, and the preparation and application of fluorescent materials.
1948 252 pages $3.50

POWER SYSTEM STABILITY, VOLUME I
By EDWARD W. KIMBARK
This new book presents methods of analysis and calculation necessary to determine whether a given system is stable when subjected to a specified disturbance. It also examines the effect of various factors on stability and considers measures for improving stability.
1948 356 pages $6.00

CENTRIFUGAL AND AXIAL FLOW PUMPS
By A. J. STEPANOFF
Gives the theoretical background necessary for the understanding of recent developments, and discusses problems encountered in the actual operation of centrifugal pumps.
1948 428 pages $7.50

CORROSION HANDBOOK
Edited by HERBERT H. UHLIG
Covers basic theory, corrosion behavior of metals and alloys, protection against corrosion, and corrosion testing.
1948 1192 pages $12.00

PRINCIPLES OF JET PROPULSION AND GAS TURBINES
By M. J. ZUCROW
Thoroughly covers the workings of the continuous combustions gas turbine, the turbojet engine, the three basic types of air compressors, the axial-flow turbine, the combustion chamber, high-temperature metallurgy, and the rocket.
1948 563 pages $6.50

BULLENS' STEEL AND ITS HEAT TREATMENT Volumes I and II
Fifth Edition prepared by the Metallurgical Staff of Battelle Memorial Institute, directed by W. H. Gillett
Contains the latest information in this important field. Volume I explains the principles behind heat treatment of both carbon and alloy steel. Volume II shows the practical applications of the principles covered in Volume I.
1948 Vol. I; 489 pages; $6.00 Vol. II; 293 pages; $4.00

NOMOGRAPHY
By ALEXANDER S. LEVENS
A study of the fundamentals of nomography and graphical methods. Includes nomographs which will be valuable to workers in many fields not only directly, but as indicators of what can be done to eliminate tedious mathematical computations.
1948 176 pages $5.00

THE TIMBER ENGINEER'S HANDBOOK
By HOWARD J. HANSEN
Presents the results of the research of the past ten years on the use of wood as a structural material. Contains the latest information necessary for the design of wood structures. Covers all the woods in use in this country.
1948 882 pages $10.00

FUNDAMENTALS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC THEORY
By T. H. JAMES and G. C. HIGGINS
Presents a general account of the theory of the photographic process based on the fundamental chemical and physical concepts. Covers black-and-white photography only, which involves the use of silver salts.
1948 286 pages $3.50